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Abstract The far-infrared and near-millimetre dielectric response of Rbos(NDdosDzP0~ 
(DRADP) har been determined by evaluation of reflectivity (15-650 cm-') and complex 
transmittance (5-18 cn-') spectra al temperatures of 10-300 K. Comparison with the response 
of R ~ Q . ~ ( N H & H ~ P O ~  (RADP) shows a very pronounced isotopic effect and strong couphg of 
the proton motion to several polar phonon modes apparently reduced in the case of deuterium. 
Also the bmad background absorption observed previously in RADP is absent h DRADP, which 
suggests an important role of quanNm tunnelling in the former case. The loss maxima due to 
acid deuteron hopping (including lower-frequency data from He) in the broad temperaNE range 
30060 K can be well fitted with the Vogel-Pulcher dependence (Tw '1 34 K, Eo = 410 K. 
U, = 1.2 x lot2 Hz). However, in agreement with several other experimenls, above - 120 K 
the deutemn mode is monodispnive and the Debye relaxation frequency within the accuracy 
limits also obeys the Arrhenius law (Eo = 500 K. voo = 1.2 x 10" HO. 

1. Introduction 

Mixed crystals of Rbj-,(NH&H2P04 (RADP) and Rbl-xf.ND&D2P04 (DRADP) form 
dipolar glasses for 0.3 < x < 0.7, which belong to the best-investigated glass systems 
of all (Hachli et al 1990. Courtens 1987). In the previous paper (Petzelt et QI 1991) we 
presented far-infrared (FIR) and near-millimetre dielectric data (2 x 10" to 2 x lOI3 Hz) 
on a protonated system for x = 0.5 (RADP-SO). The essential result was that at high 
temperatures T 100 K a simple relaxation soft-mode behaviour was observed with partial 
softening corresponding to a crystal with averaged structure. At lower temperatures further 
softening occurred accompanied by a strong decrease in the relaxation strength. According 
to lower-frequency dielectric data covering the broad range ld-lO'o Hz (Courtens 1984, 
1986, Briickner et al 1988, He et al 1990, He 1991) the soft mode goes over into a broad 
dielectric dispersion whose characteristic frequency UR obeys the Vogel-Fulcher law - 

VR = vce exp[-Eol(T - TvF)] (1) 

with TVF = 10 K. 
DRADP systems have been studied more intensively in recent years because deuteron 

dynamics is theoretically simpler (quantum tunnelling can be neglected down to low 
temperatures); also the deuterated systems are much more suitable for neutron scattering 
(Grimm 1989) and more convenient for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) investigations: 
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deuteron and Rb NMR measurements made it possible to determine the Edwards-Anderson 
order parameter (Blinc er d 1989) and the local dynamic behaviour of deuterons (Blinc 
et al 1986% b) and to distinguish between para-, ferro- and antiferroelectric and glass-type 
order (Kind et al 1990). 

From the point of view of dielectric spectroscopy, deuterated glasses are also more 
convenient because the spectral loss peak due to deuteron hopping has lower frequency; it 
is sharper than in protonated glasses and well separated from higher-frequency absorption 
mechanisms (Couttens 1986, He et al 1990, He 1991). Similarly, in analogy to pure 
KHzFQ (KDP)-like crystals, the high-temperature soft mode is also expected to lie well 
below all phonon frequencies (Simon 1992), so it can be better studied. From the point of 
view of infrared (IR) spectroscopy, comparison of deuterated and protonated samples may 
also give interesting information on the polar phonon eigenvectors and the role of protons 
(deuterons) in them. 

In this paper we present the results of our RR and near-millimetre dielectric 
measurements on DRADP-SO and hy to connect them with the recently published lower- 
frequency dielectric data (He 1991). Special care will be devoted to a comparison of 
deuterated and protonated systems. Preliminary results of these measurements have already 
been published (Kamba er a1 1992). 

2. Experimental details 

Single crystals of RADPJO grown from a heavy-water solution (Arend eta1 1986) have been 
cut and polished to obtain thick (00 I )  and (1 00) plates (d N 2 mm) for reflectivity 
measurements and thinner plane-parallel plates (d  N 0.1-0.5 mm) for transmission 
measurements (area about 0.3 cm2). The degree of deuteration was estimated to be 99%. 

Polarized reflectivity spectra in the 2M50 cm-] range were measured at temperatures 
of 15-300 K using a Bruker IFS 113v Fourier interferometer. Power transmission 
measurements were carried out in the 15-100 cm-' range with the same spectrometer 
using a liquid-helium-cooled germanium bolometer as a detector. Complex transmittance 
measurements (power transmission and phase of the transmitted light) in the 5-1 8 cm-' 
range were performed with the home-made spectrometer Epsilon based on tunable backward- 
wave-oscillator sources (Volkov et al 1985). 

In the case of reflectivity measurements we discovered striking differences between the 
fresh and old polished samples obviously caused by exchange of deuterium with hydrogen 
from the water vapour of the air (Kamba et al 1992). A similar effect is known to take place 
also in the case of KDzPOl (DKDP) (Bdhat and Wyncke 1988). Therefore all the results 
presented here were obtained on surfaces freshly polished prior to our measurements. 

3. Results and evaluation 

Figures I @ )  and ( b )  show the temperature dependences of the reflectivity spectra of DRADP 
for the electric field polarizations E 11 c (Ba modes) and E I c (E modes) on a logarithmic 
frequency scale to expand the low-frequency part. The reflectivity calculated from the 
near-millimetre complex transmittance data is added at the low-frequency end. The whole 
reflectivity spectra were normalized in order to match the more accurate near-millimetre 
data. 

The spectra were fitted with a model of classical damped oscillators describing the main 
observed polar phonons. A low-frequency Debye relaxation was added to fit the soft-mode 

- 
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Figure 1. FIR reHectivity spectra of DRACIP-SO. Dols show experimental data: the full curve 
is the fit (see text). Dense dots in the @ar-millimelre range were Mlculated f” complex 
lm”iUance dam. Crosses in the submillimetre range at low temperatures were calculated from 
interference patlem in the transmission spectra (a)  E 11 c polarization, (b) E J. c polarization. 

region. Five and nine oscillators were used to fit the spectra for the E I( c and E I c 
polarizations, respectively. The fitted curves are also shown in figure 1. In figures 2(a) 
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and (h) we show the near-millimetre €'(U) and €"(U) spectra (for selected temperatures) to 
which the relaxation parameters from the reflectivity fit were finally adjusted. The complete 
dielectric spectra from the fit in the 1-1000 cm-' range with the power transmission data 
added are shown in figures 3(a) and (b). 
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Figure 2. Dielectric spectra of DWP calculated from the complex m s m i m c e  measurements 
With backward-wave-ascillator source. Dowxperimenc full curve-fil (see text). (a) E 11 c 
polarization, ( h )  E I c polarization 

Figurr 3. Dielectric s p u a  of DMDP in a h a d  spcna l  range. Dots-complex "imce 
measurements: full curve-fit of complete measured spectra tu) E 11 c polarilafio~ (b) E I E 

polarization. 

4. Discussion 

To facilitate the discussion, let us first compare our results on DRADP with those on RADP 
(Petzelt el a! 1991). In figures 4(a) and (b )  we show the measured reflectivities of both 
compounds and in figures 5(a) and ( h )  the fitted dielectric functions at 300 and 15 K. 
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Figure 4. m reflectivity of DRADP compared to RADP at 300 and 15 K. (a)  E I1 c polarization, 
(b) E I e polarization. 

..,". ... , WPfIX.. .,,... ... 
2a 

Figure 5. Broad-frequency dielectric spectra of DRADP compared to RADP at 300 and 15 K. (0 )  

E jl c polarization, ( b )  E I c polarization 

The most striking difference between both compounds is the huge isotopic shift of the 
soft-mode frequency at high temperatures and the background absorption at low temperatures 
present in RADP but not in DRADP. Let us, however, postpone the discussion of these 
important effects to the second part of this section and begin with the assignment of 
vibrational modes. 
Our suggestion, which is based on the results of factor group analysis, comparison 

with RADP spectra (Petzelt er al 1991), assignment of Raman modes in RADP (Courtens 
and Vogt 1985) and general discussion of IR spectra in the KoP-type family (Simon 1992, 
Vaezzadeh et a1 1992). is shown in table 1 with the corresponding mode parameters from 
our fit. Comparison of the corresponding mode frequencies in protonated and deuterated 
samples shows the strongest isotopic shift for the for the Rb-PO+ translations and for the 
E-symmetry uq(PO4) intemal vibration. This is in accordance with the well known fact 
(Simon 1992) that these two modes are strongly coupled to proton modes. Partly due to 
their much lower frequency, the interaction with deuteron modes i s  much weaker, which is  
evident also from strongly reduced damping of PO, internal modes in the case of DRADP. 
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Similar effects are known from the comparison of pure KDP and DKDP samples (Simon 1992, 
Brihat and Wyncke 1988). 

Comparing table 1 with the similar table in our previous paper (Kamba et a1 19921, it is 
seen that we have made a few minor changes in the assignment. The Bz mode at 127 cm-' 
in RADP is now assigned to Rb-PO4 translation but at low temperatures a Po4 libration 
presumably appears in the same spectral range, so that unlike in DRADP these two modes 
are not well resolved. In the case of DRADP, the libration mode L(P04), which is clearly seen 
in the reflectivity only at low temperatures, lies apparently between the split RbPO4 and 
ND4-P04 translations, but the modes are strongly coupled. Its clear appearance is further 
evidence for the local symmetry lowering (clusters) in OUI glasses below about Tr N 120 K, 
since it is forbidden in the B2-symmetry spectra of the paraelectric structure (Courtens and 
Vogt 1985). 

Let us briefly comment on this temperature range around 120 K. which shows up 
also in several other experiments, e.g. in the saturation of the correlation length in diffuse 
neutron and x-ray scattering (Grimm 1989, Cowley et a1 1986) or in 87Rb NMR relaxation 
experiments (Korner 1992). It is probably connected with the freezing of ammonia deuterons 
(Blinc et al 1986% b), which may create nuclei for a quasi-static cluster formation. Let us 
stress that it is by no means a sharp, well defined temperature. Within the framework 
of existing theories (Pirc et al 1987, 1991) it corresponds to the region where random 
interactions begin to dominate over random fields. Let us call it therefore the frustration 
temperature F.  It is definitely higher than the nominal glass temperature Tg in the absence 
of random fields (- 90 K) or the de Almeida-Thouless temperature TAT (- 50 K) where 
the ergodicity of the system is broken (Pirc et al 1991). 

The second change in our assignment concerns the weaker Bz and E modes near 
340 cm-l in both compounds, which are now assigned to u2(P04) internal vibration. The 
previous assignment as NH4 libration is incompatible with the fact that a similar mode 
does not appear in pure ADP (Simon 1990) but appears in RDP and DKDP (Simon 1992). 
Consequently, the highest-frequency Bz mode in table 1 is assigned to q(PO4) internal 
vibrations in agreement with the assignment of Simon (1992). In E spectra the assignment 
of y(PO4) and Uq(P04) modes was done using the IR strength argument: u4 modes are 
stronger because, unlike vz modes, they are IR active in the free PO4 molecules. The 
appearance of two u2 modes, according to the selection rules (Simon 1992). is specific for 
the antiferroelectric phase. 

Now let us come back to the discussion of two main differences between DRADP and 
RADP samples. The effect of background absorption has already been discussed in our 
previous papers (Petzelt et ai 1991, Kamba et a1 1992). where we suggested that the 
background absorption is connected with disorder-induced breaking of the quasi-momentum- 
conservation selection rule. In the case when in the structure clear clusters of average 
diameter b freeze in (i.e. below 5). one can expect mainly activation of phonons with the 
wavevector %/h. No essential differences in this effect would be expected for DRADP 
samples as approximately the same type of cluster develops in them below T 120 K 
(Cowley et al 1986). 

Direct transmission 
measurements in the 15-100 cm-' range have shown that above -30 cm-' all the 
absorption at low temperatures can be accounted for by wings of damped oscillators 
describing the one-phonon absorption. The loss values at 15 K are e:(30 cm-I) rr 0.08 
and ~f(30 cm-I) rr 0.03. The analogous values for RADP are ci(30 cm-I) N 6 and 
6:(30 cm-') N 2 (Petzelt er ai 1991). 

The experimental fact that a large difference is found between RADP and DRADP 

In DRADP the background absorption is drastically reduced. 
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conceming this background absorption speaks against the above-mentioned interpretation 
in the case of W P .  Another possible explanation is that the distribution of energy barriers 
between the minima in the proton double-well potentials is much broader than in the case 
of deuteron ones, especially on the low-energy side. In fact, such a model was successfully 
used for fitting the low-temperature (T < 115 K) Raman central peak in RADP by Courtens 
and Vogt (1986). These authors used for the fit a constant distribution of Debye relaxations 
from short attempt time corresponding to frequency U, = 120 cm-’ (3.6 x IOi2  Hz) (Rb- 
PO4 translations) up to the cut-off time obeying the Vogel-Fulcher law. Also in fitting the 
dielectric data (Courtens 1984, 1986, Briickner et al 1988) only the high-energy barrier 
height cut-off could have been established for measuring frequencies up to 1O’O Hz. This 
is a consequence of the fact that for any temperature the dielectric losses in RADP are 
only increasing or constant functions of frequency up to the FIR range (with a broad high- 
frequency plateau at low temperatures) (Petzelt et al 1991, Briicher et al 1988). This 
dielectric behaviour sharply contrasts with that in DRADP where clear maxima in f”(u) 
spectra were found for all temperatures (Courtens 1986, He et al 1990, He 1991, figure 3 of 
this paper). Therefore the energy barrier distribution in DRADP has a clear low-energy cut- 
o f f  described well by the temperature-independent Gaussian distribution with mean energy 
Eo N 390 K and variance Q 2: 95 K in the Vogel-Fulcher law for the relaxation times (He 
etal 1990). 

This striking difference between RADP and DRADP has to our knowledge not yet been 
discussed microscopically. It has its manifestation also in thermal properties (Bemt et ai 
1991), which point to a much more pronounced glassy behaviour of RADP than DRADP. 

The non-Gaussian energy barrier distribution at the low-energy end in the case of RADP 
might be only an apparent effect caused by quantum tunnelling of protons between both 
potential minima The distribution of 0-H.. .O hydrogen bond length caused by the disorder 
introduced by NH.I groups leads to a distribution of distances between the potential minima. 
This may give a distribution of proton tunnelling frequencies broader than the distribution of 
classical hopping frequencies of deuterons in a comparable barrier distribution (Matsushita 
and Matsubara 1982). Moreover, both mechanisms may combine-the classical thermally 
(or Vogel-Fulcher) activated hopping at the low-frequency absorption end and quantum 
tunnelling (not so strongly temperature dependent) dominating at higher frequencies. 

The huge isotopic shift of the soft-mode frequency is well known from pure compounds 
(Simon 1992) and in our glass system was also observed in the low-frequency dielectric 
spectra (Courtens 1986, He et a1 1990, He 1991) and in NMR spectra (Slak et 4l 1984, 
Blinc et al 1986a, b). We shall come back to this point more quantitatively at the end of 
our discussion. 

Let us now discuss the connection between our high-frequency and existing low- 
frequency dielectric data Up to now a global approach was used for discussion of the proton 
dynamics in RADP-35 (Courtens and Vogt 1986) including the m data (Simon and Gervais 
1992, Simon 1992). It is based on plotting the lower cut-off frequency characterizing the 
proton dynamics as a function of temperature and demonstrating the validity of the Vogel- 
Fulcher law for it. It should be remembered that the treated proton dynamics concerns 
only the uniform proton motion in the Brillouin-zone centre owing to the experimental 
techniques used (dielectric and light scattering spectroscopy). In this case one can directly 
determine the complex response function of the proton system as the dielectric or light 
scattering susceptibility whose imaginary part is proportional to the spectral density of 
uniform proton motion. However, comparison with other techniques that probe the local 
proton dynamics, i.e. the integral of low-frequency proton motion over the whole Brillouin 
zone, like incoherent neutron scattering (Grimm et al 1989) or NMR (Slak et a1 1984) 
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shows that-at least below TFthere are no essential differences between the low-frequency 
uniform and local proton dynamics. 

The characteristic lower cut-off frequency used for the Vogel-Fulcher fit was uniquely 
defined only under the assumption that the spectral distribution of relaxation times in the 
proton dynamics is much broader than the response of one Debye relaxation. This is 
justified at low temperatures, well below fi. Above fi  it is known from high-frequency 
probes (Petzelt era1 1991, Courtens and Vogt 1986) that the proton dynamics is essentially 
monodispersive, i.e. it can be described by one Debye relaxation, and the determination of 
the cut-off frequency becomes somewhat ambiguous. 

Another approach to fit the dielectric spectraand demonstrate the validity of the Vogel- 
Fulcher dependence was used by He et a1 (1990) and He (1991). These authors have shown 
that the complex dielectric spectrum in the ld-109 Hz range below - 100 K can be well 
fined with a distribution of Debye relaxations assigned to proton or deuteron hopping over 
energy barriers with temperature-independent Gaussian distribution of heights. In this model 
the natural characteristic frequency is the hopping frequency over the mean barrier, which 
corresponds to the maximum in the €"(U) spectrum. He et a1 (1990) have shown that this 
frequency also follows the Vogel-Fulcher dependence even if the parameters are slightly 
different from those in the fit by Courtens and Vogt (1986). This must be expected since 
Courtens' characteristic frequency is orders of magnitude lower at low temperatures (about 
I@ Hz at 20 K, whereas it is about 10' Hz in the fit by He). This difference, however, 
reduces on increasing the temperature, and in the high-frequency and high-temperature. limit 
the attempt frequency is not expected to differ. 

It is not clear a priori which approach to demonstrate the Vogel-Fulcher dependence is 
the better one. In fact, both give good results with practically the same TVF. However, the 
latter approach is not limited to a broad distribution of relaxation times and can be naturally 
used also in the FIR range above T F t h e  characteristic frequency is then just the Debye 
relaxation frequency. Actually, we were able to fit successfully OUT data on RADP-50 for 
both polarizations together with the data of He with a Vogel-Fulcher law with the following 
parameters common to both polarizations: TW = 10.5 K, Eo = 95 K and U, = 60 an-' 
(1.8 x IO'* Hz). The TVF and EO parameters are somewhat correlated: increase in TW by 
I K combined with a decrease in Eo by 15 K still yields an acceptable fit. However, a fit 
with an Arrhenius law is completely unacceptable because of the low value of U, fixed 
by our high-frequency data. Comparison with the fitted parameters of He shows a good 
agreement with much higher accuracy of the U, value in our case. 

Our value U, = 60 cm-' is, however, only half of the value obtained from the fit 
by Courtens and Vogt. This is caused by a smaller slope in our m versus 1/(T - TVF) 
plot compared to that in Courtens' plot, owing to different definition of m, as already 
discussed. Our value of U- directly corresponds to the asymptotic high-temperature value 
of UR. Taking this frequency we neglect the coupling of the proton mode with higher- 
frequency lattice and internal PO4 modes (Simon 1992). Another approach (presumably a 
more correct one) would be to decouple the proton mode from other modes and use the 
bare uncoupled-mode frequency for the Vogel-Fulcher plot. In fact, the decoupling has been 
partially performed by Courtens and Vogt (1985). It shows that the bare proton frequency 
really increases appreciably compared to the observed coupled one and at high temperatures 
reaches 120 cm-I. With such a high value of v,, a slightly lower TvF would result, in 
complete agreement with the fit by Courtens and Vogt (1986). 

The fit of dielectric spectra of RADP suffers from one drawback already mentioned: 
the maxima in €"(U) spectra are not clearly seen at any temperature so that the fitting 
parameters are extracted only f" the low-frequency parts of the loss peaks. This is 
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mostly true also for our FIR data, especially in the case of the E I c polarization owing to 
the background absorption already discussed. It may somehow question the reliability of 
the fitting procedure. This drawback is removed in the case of DRADP where well developed 
loss peaks symmetrical in Ig(u) around UR have been observed and fitted (Xhonneux et a1 
1988, He 1991). 

In figures 6(a) and ( b )  we show that our data on DRADP for UR together with data from 
He can be well fitted with a Vogel-Fulcher law. Our fitting parameters agree with those of 
He except for U,, which again can be fitted much more accurately from our data. Let us 
stress that, like the data of He, our data on UR are within the accuracy limit isotropic, with the 
following Vogel-Fulcher parameters: T v ~ =  34&3 K, Eo = 410f5 K, U, = 3 9 f 3  cm-' 
((1.17 f 0.09) x IO'* Hz). The only appreciable anisotropy in our low-frequency spectra 
concerns the dielectric strength of the dispersion and consequently the extrapolated static 
permittivity value €0. In our case of x = 0.5, q ( E  11 c) c @ ( E  I c), which is known 
also from other dielectric measurements and naturally depends on the ND, concentration 
x (for x < 0.3 the reverse situation is expected-see He (1991)). Let us note that the 
anisotropy is temperature dependent and the ratio eo(E I c)/to(E 11 c) decreases somewhat 
with decreasing temperature. 

\ 
2a 30 I O  

100WT. lOOW(T.T~) (1KI 1000/1, lOOW(T-T,) lllKl 

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of Le low hquency ?''(U) maxima (crosses) combined 
with lower-frequency data from He (1991). The Iwo plots demonswale lhe validity of the 
Vogel-Fulcher law: open symbols correspond to the Vogel-Fulcher plot and full symbols to 
the Arrhenius plot ( U )  E E polarization; full line represents the Vogel-Fulcher law with 
TVP = 32 K. Eo = 410 K. U= = 37 em-'. (h)  E I c polarization: the full line represenls !he 
Voge-Fulcher law with Tvp = 37 K, Eo = 410 K. uO1 = 40 cm-l. 

In figure 7 we plot ow deuteron mode frequency on a linear frequency scale. The striking 
feature is that, within the limits of experimental accuracy, besides the Vogel-Fulcher fit (full 
curve), the data can be nicely fitted also with an Arrhenius law (EO = 500 K, U, = 39 cm-', 
chain curve) or even with a classical softening law up = A(T - Tc) ( A  = 0.043 cm-l K-I, 
Tc = 120 K, broken curve). 

In this connection it is important to note that exactly the same relaxation frequency and 
softening were obtained from inelastic neumn scattering on DRADP-62 near the wavevector 
qm = 0.35~' where the maximum of quasielastic diffuse scattering was observed (Grimm 
and Martinez 1986, Xhonneux et al 1988). This shows that above TI the deuteron dynamics 
is practically q independent and its collective nature is only weak. The same conclusion 
can be drawn also for the dynamics below f i ,  where as in protonated systems the deuteron 
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Figure 7. Soli deuteron mode frequency in DRADP Fare 8. Temperature dependence of the relaxation 
above T, for both polarizations (upper data set). The strength Ad% of the deutemn mode as compared with 
broken curve corresponds to the classical softening hat of the proton mode. Low-temperam data for 
law w = A(T - T,) where A = 0.043 cm-l K-I DFADP are calculated from data of He (1991); data on 
and C = 120 K. The full curve wrresponds IO the RADP are taken tiom Pemlf er ai (1991). 
Vogel-Fulcher law YR = u,exp[-Es/(T - Tw)1 with 
vx = 39 m-', Eo = 410 K and TVF = 34 K. 
The chain curve corresponds to the Arhenius law 
VR = v,exp(-E,,/T) with vm = 39 cm-' and EO = 
500 K. The lower plot corresponds to the calculated 
single-panicle hopping frequency for both polarizations. 
The dotted curve corresponds to an Arrhenius fit with 

= 39 cm-' and E,, = 640 K. 

dynamics deduced from dielectric data is compatible with the total dynamics from Nhm data 
(Komer 1992). This means that the softening of deuterons (protons) is prevailingly due to 
their individual freezing. Therefore the Arrhenius or Vogel-Fulcher softening law is more 
appropriate for fitting the m data for T =- f i  than the classical linear law. 

In figure 8 we plot the relaxation strength AEUR (A< is the contribution of the dielectric 
relaxation to the static permittivity) as a function of temperature for both polarizations 
and compare it with a similar plot for RADP (Petzelt et al 1991). The results from lower- 
frequency data of He are also included in the case of DRADP. Notice the tremendous decrease 
of strength on lowering the temperature. This quantity is usually considered to be roughly 
temperature independent above ferroelectric and antiferroelectric transitions because the 
Curie-Weiss increase in A€ is compensated by softening of m. Below classical order- 
disorder ferroelectric transitions this quantity decreases and the dynamical king model in 
the mean-field approximation yields (Blinc and ZekH 1974) 

AEUR = (Cw/T)(I -4(s')') (2) 

where C is the Curie constant, WO is the single-particle relaxation frequency (obeying the 
Arrhenius law) and the time-average spin value (9) represents the spontaneous order 
parameter for the phase transition. It is seen that this quantity vanishes when the order 
parameter saturates ((3) + l/2). (This is remarkably different behaviour from that in 
displacive transitions where the analogous quantity-soft oscillator strength-remains finite 
down to 0 K. Therefore this quantity can be used for distinguishing between displacive and 
order-disorder transitions in the case of overdamped soft modes.) 
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In the case of dipolar glasses equation (2) can still be used approximately just by 
substituting (s’)’ by the EdwardsAnderson order parameter q 4((sr)’).4v (Tadic et ai 
1989). Heuristic argumentation is the following. Equation (2) describes the fact that those 
particles which become frozen (ordered) do not hop any more, i.e. do not absorb at low 
frequencies, and, therefore, do not contribute to the permittivity and relaxation strength. 
For it to be valid it is not necessary to have a macroscopic ordering but local microscopic 
ordering or even individual freezing is sufficient. 

In OUT case of DRADP-50 the relaxation strength decreases to zero practically by the same 
law as % or, in other words, A< is only weakly temperature dependent (above = 200 K it can 
be approximately fitted with a CurieWeiss law with Tc = -200 K for both polarizations). 
This indicates a saturation of the Edwards-Anderson parameter at T = TVF. It should be 
remembered, however, that close to TVF the ergodicity in a real finite observation time is 
broken, so that the discussed laws are no longer valid. Particularly one can expect non-zero 
(but time- and path-dependent) absorption even at temperatures T < TVF. 

Figure 8 shows that unlike in RADP the relaxation strength in DRADP decreases even from 
room temperature. This is caused mainly by softening of uo but indicates also the possibility 
of non-zero q(T)  due to random field effects. Taking the q(T) values as determined 
from NMR experiments (Blinc et al 1989) and using the approximate values for the Curie 
constant from the high-temperature (T > U K )  K) behaviour of A6 (C(E 11 c) = 7350 K-’,  
C(E I c) = 25000 K-I), we can calculate the single-particle hopping frequency. The 
result is plotted in figure 7 (lower-frequency plot) together with a fit with the Arrhenius law 
uo = u,exp(- Eo/T)  with U, = 39 cm-’ and Eo = 640 K. The same value of U, as in 
the case of the collective relaxation frequency % is, of course, expected. The value of the 
activation energy EO is, however, determined mainly by the value of C, which is not very 
accurate. 

From the above discussion it becomes clear that the softening of the deuteron mode 
above Tr is essentially due to slowing down of the single-particle hopping. Such a 
pronounced slowing down in our limited temperature interval is caused by unusually low 
attempt frequency U, (r,  = 1.36 x s) and energy barrier height Eo and has, to the 
authors’ knowledge, not yet been observed near other order-disorder transitions. The low 
U, and EO values, which are probably not limited to mixtures in the glass range but are 
expected also in pure RbD2P04 (DRDP) and (ND4)4PO4 (DADP) crystals, may be caused 
by coupling of the deuteron hopping motion to polar phonon modes, which should strongly 
hybridize the modes in analogy to the KDP-DKDP system (Simon 1992). The large isotopic 
effect on some of the polar phonon modes in RADP and DRADP (see above) points to the 
importance of this coupling but does not simply allow one to estimate its strength. Hence, 
our low v, and Eo parameters concern rather the mixed deuteron-lattice hopping than 
hopping of bare deuterons. 

It is interesting to note that the proton softening process in RADP is rather different. The 
softening is much less pronounced (Petzelt et ai 1991) and the relaxation strength begins 
to decrease only below 5 100 K. This picture is not compatible with the classical Ising 
model and calls for consideration of proton tunnelling. 

Up till now we have tried to describe the deuteron dynamics in a unified way for 
the whole temperature region below - 300 K even if the dielectric dispersion becomes 
polydispersive below fi  rr 120 K, which supports the structural picture that some quasi- 
static inhomogeneity due to increasing correlations develops in the system (Cowley et al 
1986, Grimm 1989). The unified description does not sharply distinguish between the 
dynamics of deuterons inside the small (- 20 A) clusters and in regions between them. In 
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this picture the acid deuterons inside the clusters still jump, but in an asymmetric double- 
well potential biased by the random field (produced e.g. by frozen ammonia groups). There 
is no qualitative difference between the deuteron dynamics inside the clusters and in regions 
between them, or, in other words, no appearance of pronounced clusters with well defined 
cluster walls. 

An alternative picture for the acid deuteron dynamics below F would be creation of 
well defined ordered clusters in which the deuterons are essentially frozen, separated by 
active regions where the deuterons still jump. This picture is supported by molecular- 
dynamics calculations parlinski and Grimm 1988) and is more probable at sufficiently low 
temperatures. Structurally, the ordered clusters may consist of regions where the ice rules 
are satisfied (Matsushita and Fuchizaki 1987) separated by regions with high concentration 
of Takagi defects (HPOi- and/or HsP04 groups) where the deuterons are still jumping. 
causing the local diffusion of these defects. This motion has already been assigned to the 
broad dielectric dispersion in RADP below Tt (Schmidt 1988% b). 

According to this alternative picture, the monodispersive deuteron mode that is assigned 
to all acid deuterons above Tf should gradually disappear below 5 and transfer into a 
weaker polydispersive mode assigned to deuteron hopping in the regions between quasi- 
static ordered clusters. In the vicinity of Tf one could expect a more complex dielectric 
dispersion consisting of both types of conhibution--a higher-frequency dispersion from the 
hopping inside the clusters and a lower-frequency one predominantly from the diffusion 
of Takagi defects between the clusters. Unfortunately, the available dielectric data do not 
allow one to distinguish between these pictures. To do so would require careful dielectric 
measurements mund 120 K in the still missing 1-100 GHz range or, at least, in the more 
limited 3-30 GHz range. 

5. Conclusion 

From the detailed comparison of DRADP-50 and RADP-50 high-frequency dielectric response 
we can conclude the following: 

Proton motion seems to be more strongly coupled to phonons than deuteron motion. 
This leads to strong isotopic shift of lattice translation T(Rb-P04) mode frequencies and to 
strong reduction of intemal uq(P04) and uz(PO4) mode dampings on deuteration. 

The low-frequency proton mode shows a large isotopic shift down on deuteration. The 
averaged characteristic frequency in both cases exhibits a VogeCFulcher-type behaviour in a 
broad temperature range with the following parameters: Tvp(H) = 10.5 K, TvF(D) = 34 K, 

Within the accuracy limits of our experiment above - 120 K this softening can also be 
described by an Arrhenius law or by classical slowing down in a compound with averaged 
structure with a long-range phase transition. However, collective effects in the deuteron 
dynamics are only of minor importance. 

Several qualitative differences between proton and deuteron dynamics indicate the 
presence of broad-frequency tunnelling in the protonated compound 

(i) absence of clear €“(U) maxima in the case of RADP at any temperatur-the losses 
persist up to phonon frequencies; 

(ii) even in the range of FIR phonon frequencies the proton motion gives rise to broad 
background absorption, which is coupled especially to uz and u4(P04) intemal modes, 
dramatically increasing their damping; 

Eo(H) == 95 K, Eo(D) = 410 K, u,(H) = 1.8 x IO” Hz, um(D) = 1.17 x IO” Hz. 
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(iii) at higher temperatures above E the tunnelling probably prevents local freezing 
of protons, which is indicated by the high relaxation strength of the proton mode and its 
different temperature dependence than in the case of the deuteron mode. 
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